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ABSTRACT

Data mining (DM) is the key process in knowledge discovery. Many theoretical and practical DM applications can be found in science and engineering. However, there are still such areas where data mining techniques are still at an early stage of development and application. In particular, unsatisfactory progress is observed in DM applications in the analysis of Internet and Web performance issues. This chapter gives the background of network performance measurement and presents our approaches, namely Internet Performance Mining and Web Performance Mining as the ways of DM application to Internet and Web performance issues. The authors present real-life examples of the analysis where explored data sets were collected with the aid of two network measurement systems WING and MWING developed at our laboratory.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Web performance is an important research area and a hot topic in Internet community. Many software resources are mirrored on hundreds of servers on the Internet. Using a nearby (in the sense of network distance) server would probably speed up the download, and reduce the load on central servers as well as on the Internet as a whole. Our ultimate aim is the development of a system that would have measure user perceived data transfer performance between the known (observed) or unknown (non-observed) Web servers and user desktop, as well as to provide network throughput predictions on the minute-by-minute, hour-by-hour and day-by-day basis.

The particular motivation of this work is to show our approach for providing Web performance predictions by means of data mining techniques. We concentrate essential issues in the context how we apply data mining to Web performance prediction, with emphasis on the applicability to real-world problems.
Data mining (DM) is the key process in knowledge discovery in science and engineering. Many pure theoretical and practical DM applications can be found in the literature and real-life applications. However, we notice unsatisfactory progress in the application of DM in the analysis of Internet and Web performance issues, and we hope that our contribution fills this research gap to some extent at least.

Time is the key aspect of performance evaluation of acceptable Internet and Web service levels to end users. Networks always add a delay which is more or less significant in data delivering between network nodes but it always occurs. Sometimes the delay can be estimated accurately but when a significant and changing delay occurs in the data transmission, the user application performance may suffer seriously. This degradation may cause different impacts depending on the way how the application works, including total breakdown.

The ultimate goal is to build an advanced access to Internet providing a means whereby users (whether human or machine) improve likelihood that they use network at good performance. We propose to deploy a new Internet service called Network Monitoring Broker (NMB) which would measure network performance, describe network characteristic and publish the forecasts of network behavior, especially for automatic Internet resource selection for a user domain (e.g. particular local area network).

NMB infrastructure would be established at each of the nodes of the virtual organization and can be organized in the likeness of the intermediary servers that mediate the interaction between clients and servers of the World Wide Web (Borzemski, 2007). Such service could be used in Grids and computing cloud metacomputing infrastructures to analyze current and historical data transfer performance deliverable at the application level for a set of network resources to characterize future throughput of network paths in order to find best predictions at specified action periods.

Nowadays we have developed WING (Borzemski & Nowak, 2004b) and MWING (Borzemski et al., 2007a) active measurement infrastructures to be used by the broker to measure Internet and Web in well-designed and controlled active performance experiments. We have also developed own decision-making forecasting methodology and algorithms to solve performance prediction problem formulated in our research. The broker performs Internet/Web performance forecasting using data mining methods and algorithms9. D. Barelos, E. Pitoura, G. Samaras, Mobile agents procedures: metacomputing in Java, in: Proceedings of the ICDCS Workshop on Distributed Middleware (in conjunction with the 19th IEEE International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems (ICDCS99)), Austin, TX, June 1999.

Our approach is to provide the network performance prediction service which would work similar to weather forecasting system. Network data transfer quality prediction is made in two basis steps. The first step consists of clustering the historical network performance measurements to determine classes of network behavior (the weather). These classes may be described by many measurable network parameters – in this work we use two fundamental network performance measures: round-trip time of data packets and throughput of data transfer. Each measurement is also characterized by a time stamp denoting the date and time at which a measurement occurred. Additional non-measurable features but also related to the event can be taken into account. Among them there is topological information such as geo-spatial parameters for users and servers, Autonomous System affiliation, routers and Autonomous Systems on user-to-server and server-to-user routes (Borzemski & Nowak, 2008).

The second step in the forecasting process consists of the determination the decision trees to descript and generalization of previously network behavior classes. The leaves represent classifications and branches represent conjunctions of
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